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zones and bands can be expanded with just one button to meet the demands of any situation. users can build their own and expanded audio input/output curve windows by adjusting amplitude and frequency spread settings. this is done by providing the number of bands and bands needed. when it comes to band-width
control, users can select the amount of correction depending on the amount of spread, where the number of bands is connected to the number of bands in an expanded window. with just a simple click, users can easily set it up to automatically align any audio signal. they can also adjust its ability to correct phases in

the smaller frequency ranges to further enhance the results. auto-align is also capable of phase correlation correction of multitrack recordings, with the added functionality that it can be used in all compatible daws such as studioone and nuendo. you can even use the dsp at an optimal level to address phase
cancellation that might be hiding in the mix. auto-align is ipas certified, you can use it for multitrack recordings in more than one daw. you can make many presets to find the best settings that work for every situation and perform a phase correction with just a click. you can also modify the core module, expand the
bands with just a click, and customise the settings to your exact needs. auto-align is a great tool that removes the need to try and align your tracks manually. it has the ability to enhance mixes with proper phase alignment and automatically find the best settings for your use. this plugin supports a variety of audio

formats (32 and 44.1 khz). for supported formats, there is a button in the setup screen that states "auto measure length". this button will toggle through audio formats and will trigger the plugin to measure the delay length and autocorrelation length.
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